
A t the conclusion of the 

Port Huron Yacht Club 2012 

sailing season, Greg and I sat 

on rum our Soverel 33 and 

started to talk about the possi-

bility of moving to a different 

boat.  We had sailed rum for 

11 seasons at this point, rac-

ing in PHRF and IRC classes 

on Lakes Huron, St. Clair and 

Erie. Now we felt it was time 

to get into a One Design Fleet 

that offered some ability to 

travel and attend events  

outside of our home waters.  

While we wanted a nice travel 

boat, it also needed to be a 

good boat for racing at home 

as well and as we looked 

around the harbor that same 

day and focused on the Tartan 

10.   While there were only a 

couple Tartan 10’s in the area, 

there was a large Level 126 

class that would allow us to 

have a good racing class at 

our home club as well.  It was 

settled, we would list rum for 

sale and start to review the Tartan 

10’s in the market. 

At the beginning of the 2013 season 

still owned rum as selling a boat is 

not an easy thing. It takes it a lot of 

time and answering of email  

inquiries that go nowhere.   The 

good thing about still having rum at 

this point was we were able to get 

crew spots on Demon Rum for the 

Bayview One Design.  Even though 

we wanted to get a Tartan 10 we 

had never sailed on one and this 

would be a great chance to confirm 

this decision.  After sailing the 

weekend with Mike Eckstein we 

were hooked.  Soon after a  

buyer was finally found for rum in 

July the search for our Tartan Ten 

began.  Taking the advice of a 

friend to either buy a boat that has 

already been rebuilt or buying one 

that needs to be completely rebuilt, 

but make sure it has a trailer.  We 

went with the latter and decided on 

Hull 295 Pegasus.   

Greg and I have always completed 
(Continued on page 3) 
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N ow that the T10s are nestled 

away in their boat yards, it is time 

to find a way to occupy ourselves 

until next season. The crew of  

Mutiny was fortunate to receive an 

invite to the 2018 NOOD  

championship in the British Virgin 

Islands since the 2017  

championship was cancelled due 

to hurricane Irma. In what I doubt 

is a common occurrence for many 

fleets, we were joined by Amy 

Cermak and the crew of Diamond 

Girl who won the 2018 NOOD. The 

regatta was a fun combination of 

racing and partying. We finished 

the regatta in third place and beat 

the former three time champion in 

several races which helped  

unseat them from their throne.  

In addition to finding ways to  

occupy our time, we can reflect on 

the past season 

and look forward 

to next year. In 

2018 we celebrat-

ed the T-10’s 40th 

anniversary, 

launched a new 

class website, and 

approved two 

rule changes to 

allow for  

1) stronger standing rigging 

and 2) a class made boom. 

Boom production will begin 

before the end of the year and 

booms will be available before 

next season.  

Port Huron Yacht Club hosted a 

successful North American 

Championship with 17 boats on 

the line. Heidi Backus on Nuts 

finished fourth overall and won 

the Corinthian division. Last 

year’s champion Hanson  

Bratton aboard TAZ  

finished third. Scott  

Irwin and Team Iball  

finished second. Hats off 

to Nick Ward who  

accomplished the  

difficult task of  

organizing a regatta and 

dominating the fleet. 

Proper Villain finished 

first with 22 points in 9 

races and was crowned 

From Our President—John Schellenbach | Mutiny 
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the 2018 North American 

Champion.  

For 2019, the class  

winter meeting will take place 

on February 9 in Maumee. A 

dial in number will be  

available as in past years. The 

2019 North Americans  

Championship will return to 

the home of the T-10 in Ohio. In 

addition to our regularly 

scheduled races, we will work 

on simplifying and  

modernizing some of the other 

class rules as well as updating 

the class bylaws.  

I hope everyone enjoys their 

off season and is looking for-

ward to more great racing in 

2019! 

 

Class President John  

Schellenbach Class President John Schellenbach and the  

Mutiny/Diamond Girl crew at the  

2018 NOOD Championship Regatta. 



all the work on the boat our-

selves with the support of 

friends.  Since 2013 we have 

completed several major pro-

jects including installing a new 

engine in 2013, gutting and re-

building the interior in 2014, 

major trailer upgrades in 2015, 

building a new mast in 2016 

from an ordered blank and this 

last offseason reviewed and up-

dated deck layout and running 

rigging.   We believe that to 

(Continued from page 1) have an opportunity to do well, 

you need to have a great boat 

with great sails as a starting 

point.  We really enjoy working 

on the boats and it is one of the 

things that the class offered that 

attracted us.  Now that the deck 

layout is finalized, we will be 

completing an entire deck job, to 

the enjoyment of the bow team! 

We have been fortunate to have 

success so quickly in the class, 

but this would not possible with-

out the support of friends and 

family.  We are very 

happy we chose the 

Tartan Ten as the next 

boat back in 2012, 

more so because the 

class and the people 

in it are awesome!  

Since our first event it 

has been nothing but 

fun.  Everyone in the 

class are quick to 

make it a point to 

welcome new people 

and make them feel a 

part of the class right 

away.  This is a result 

of the great people 

that sail in the class 

that make it fun and 

drive to keep it fun.  

We cannot wait to 

2018 T-10 North American Champions Review  
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start the 2019 season and see 

everyone again.  The 2019 NAC 

are scheduled for Mentor where 

the home port boats will be 

tough to beat, we will see you 

there.  Shot Boom is available if 

requested to be present….. 

Lastly and most importantly we 

want to thank the 2018 NAC 

Championship crew of Phil 

Porte, Brad Boston, David 

Shriner and Curtis Florence.   

Also thanks to David Hayward, 

Abie McLaughlin, Marc Gabriel, 

Pete Peterson, Mike Koch, Sean 

Wirtz, and John Sperling for sail-

ing with us during the year.  

None of this happens without you 

guys!! 

“If it is not fun, then why bother.” 
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I t's still around, it takes an awful lot to 

kill a T-10! Detroit fleet member Larry 

Petersen bought it in Mentor, OH about 

five years ago and has been lovingly 

restoring it. 

Originally the boat went by the name 

Imprimus and later was Old Joe. Larry 

is bringing back it's original name and 

is close to finishing his work on it. 

Larry is also the proud owner of Hull 

#278, Jeanne Ann 
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I n the mid 1970's, the International Offshore 

Rule (IOR) dominated sailboat racing design. 

Rule makers and  

sailboat designers engaged in constant game of 

cat and mouse, leading to multiple rule updates 

and a short racing life for boats. In addition, the 

rule favored stripped down, high-end racing  

machines that were expensive and difficult to sail. 

Charlie Britton, owner of Tartan Marine, believed 

that one-design sailboats provided a superior 

racing experience for the general sailing  

public. He launched Project X in the mid-1970's to 

build an affordable offshore one-design  

racer-cruiser sailboat. Tartan had worked  

extensively with Sparkman and  Stephens on earlier 

sailboats and they were a natural partner for  

Project X. 

That project came to fruition in March 1978 when  

T-10 Hull #1 rolled off the Tartan Marine production 

line in Fall River, Ohio. 

Read all about the design objectives and see early 

hand drawings of the ideas that would become the 

Tartan Ten sailboat at  

https://www.tten.com/s/ProjectX.pdf. 

https://www.tten.com/s/ProjectX.pdf?fbclid=IwAR2mC2eYdI_2PXkZp0AnN7z3muOeVURV9JKH2DBZxeW4DKRaB0A5LR6Sygc
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Editors Note:  George and Nancy 

Ward sailed their T-10, Wine 

Squall, to more T-10 North Ameri-

can Championships than anyone 

else in the 40-year history of the 

class,  with NACs wins in 1983, 

1985, 1986, 1989, 1997 and 1998.   

They were a husband and wife 

team who often raced with family 

and friends, which embodies an 

ethos so cherished within the T-10 

class.  In celebration of the 40th 

anniversary of the T-10, their son, 

Jim Ward, has graciously agreed to 

share a few memories of these 

wonderful T-10 sailors. 

G eorge and Nancy Ward met 

while on the sailing team at Ohio 

State University.  They raced for a 

few years in San Francisco, CA on 

their Columbia 26 until they had 

the opportunity to move back to 

Ohio to start a small welding 

supply business in 1980.  That 

summer the family went to visit 

the Marblehead lighthouse,  

and while there, a small fleet of 

T-10's sailed by on their way to 

the Cedar Pointe Boat Show.  

They were immediately drawn 

to the modern lines, and liked 

the idea of a fractional rig,  

allowing for a smaller kite that 

Nancy could trim.   

In 1981 they purchased Wine 

Squall new from  

Harbor North in Huron, OH.  

They ordered a blue hull, but 

were thrilled when  

Tartan made a mistake and  

delivered a shiny black hull, 

which they immediately fell in 

love with.  They named the boat 

"Wine Squall" after a college joke.  

If you ever drank wine from Lonz's 

Winery on  

Middle Bass Island, the 

next morning your 

hangover felt like a 

"Wine Squall" had just 

blown through.   

Always registered as 

George and Nancy 

Ward in every event 

they ever entered, 

they went on to win six North 

American Championships over 

a span of fifteen years.  George 

had a tremendous feel for driv-

ing in waves, and was always  

incredibly calm on and off the 

water regardless of the  

situation, and Nancy was an ace 

spinnaker trimmer.  They  

typically had a crew made up 

of close friends, their son, and 

a couple of cousins.  Their best 

friends from college, Jack and 

Nancy Mueller raced with them 

(Continued on page 7) 
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in every Nationals they ever 

won. 

Jack was a fantastic Lightning 

sailor in his own right, and was a 

class builder for the Lightning 

and Snipe class for many years.   

Rich Stearns raced with the team 

at many NAC events over the 

years, as he and his Dad, Dick, 

were very close friends for many 

years. George served as  

President and Treasurer of the 

class for many years, and Nancy 

helped with the TenSpeed.   

They raced Wine Squall in  

everything from the Bayview 

Mackinac Race, to countless 

Mills Trophy Races, and numer-

ous Bayweek and Cleveland 

Race Weeks.  Maybe not always 

(Continued from page 6) the first to a cocktail par-

ty, but typically one of the 

last to leave, they always 

enjoyed the camaraderie 

of the T-10 class.  In 1999 

they retired to Naples, FL, 

and gave Wine Squall to 

their son Jim who now 

campaigns the boat with 

friends and family.  Now 

on her third engine, sec-

ond paint job, and count-

less jibs, she is still going 

strong today as one of the 

very few original owner 

boats still around. 

George and Nancy have both 

passed, but their love for the T-10 

class lives on in a trophy dedicat-

ed in their honor.  Fittingly, the 

Ward Trophy is awarded at each 

NAC to the top placing registered 

Husband & Wife team.       

Jim Ward, Wine Squall 
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O n behalf of Race Chairs 

Nick Ward and Greg Kinney, 

thank you to all racers who made 

the trip to participated in the 

2018 North American Champion-

ship! The Port Huron Yacht Club 

has been requesting to have the 

T-10 NAC return for a number of 

years and when it happened the 

club was ready and willing to 

pull out all the stops to make a 

great event.    

None of this would have been 

possible without our long list of 

volunteers and committee heads 

who stepped forward to help 

create a first class event at 

PHYC.  Committee heads include 

RC Liaison, Rear Comm. Pam 

Wall; Gin Pole Con-

struction lead, Greg 

Kinney; Property Man-

ager, John Bennett; 

Launch and Hauling, 

Tom Vigrass; Mooring, 

Brian Cann; Bar, Reid 

Stromberg; Saturday 

Night Party, Dave  

Hayward; and Food, 

Lisa Marino.  This event 

would not have been as 

successful without the 

support of these  

people, between them 

they coordinated over 

110 club volunteers.  Special 

thank you to the launch and  

hauling team, 15 boats were 

hauled and on trailers in under 3 

hours. 

We would also 

like to thank 

PRO Matt 

Bounds and 

Chief Judge Jeff 

Maier for the 

great job with 

activities at and 

before the event 

along with Jury 

Panel Members 

Mary Ann Maier 

and Dan Collins. I’d like to 

thank our Committee Boat  

Captains, Michael Saunders on 

the signal boat, Captain  

Hatteras, Vern Pixley, on Mark 

1 Lucky Dog and Jim Cole on 

Mark 2 (the beer tossing boat).  

We had over 18 people that 

came out each day to run these 

races. 

Thanks to sponsors Thomas 

Hardware, Great Lakes Marine 

Outfitters, CRYA, T-10 Class 

Association, Detroit T-10 Fleet, 

Doubletree Hilton, Elite Events, 

The Write Company and PHYC. 

(Continued on page 9) 
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Thanks especially to our Title 

Sponsor, Doyle Boston  

Sailmakers!  

After all was said and done, here 

were our award winners:  

 First Place: Proper Villain – 

Nick Ward and Greg Kinney 

 Second Place: Team Iball – 

Scott Irwin 

 Third Place: Taz – Hanson 

Bratton 

 Fourth Place: Nuts – Heidi 

Backus 

 First Place Corinthian  

Division: Nuts – Heidi Backus 

 Sparkman Stephens Perfor-

mance Trophy (win a race by 

widest margin): Taz – Hanson 

Bratton 

 Charlie Britton Memorial 

Award (improved  

performance throughout the  

regatta): Bear – John Barker 

 Elaine and Wes Pignolet 

Award (best performance 

with at least 3 family  

(Continued from page 8) members): Nuts – Backus 

Family 

 Best Husband and Wife Boat: 

Diamond Girl – Amy & Rick 

Cermak 

 Schrammy Award:   

Meat – Brian Kennalley,  

Edward Mui & Craig Roehl 

Prior to the event, there were a 

lot of questions and concerns 

regarding the ability to attract a 

good number of boats for the 

event.  While only having 2  

local boats, we ended up with 

17 competitors.  I would like to 

thank specifically the Lake 

Michigan Fleet 2 for sending 5 

entries.   I hope this proves that 

skippers are willing to travel; 

allowing the class to expand  

location choices for the North 

America Championships,  

exposing the class to more  

potential skippers and class 

growth.   PHYC looks forward to 

hosting again in the future. 

Congratulations to all the award 

winners!  

Nick Ward 
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Nick Zomer, Regatta Vice-

Chariman 

T he fourth annual Great Lakes 

Intercollegiate Offshore Regatta 

(GLIOR) was held on September 

14th through 16th, 2018. The 

GLIOR is an annual fall regatta 

that provides an opportunity for 

collegiate sailors to experience 

the excitement of offshore  

keelboat racing. Participating 

teams are from college sailing 

programs in the Midwest and 

beyond. The 2018 event was 

proudly hosted by the Chicago 

Corinthian Yacht Club and the 

Chicago T-10 Association. The 

Regatta was sponsored by  

Skyway Yacht Works, Quantum 

Sails, Beemsterboer Slag Inc., 

and Mauri Pro Sailing. The  

regatta was also supported by 

Northwestern University Sailing 

(NUST). 

It was a great day for the first day 

on the water. The sky was sunny 

and cloudless. When racing 

started it was about 80 degrees 

with a light and variable NE 

breeze which lasted all day.  

After a slight delay, at 9:30 a.m., 

all 19 boats were on the water 

heading out to the start, about 3 

miles offshore. Winds were  

variable NE between 5 and 10 

knots throughout the day. The 

team from University of  

Wisconsin lead throughout the 

day with the next 5 spots on the 

scoreboard highly contested 

and finally determined by a  

5-way tie breaker. Racing  

concluded around 4:30pm and 

teams headed back to the yacht 

club for a debriefing session 

given by Quantum Sails. That 

evening there was a great party 

featuring liquid refreshment 

and the blues band, Street Jaxson. 

The second day of sailing was one 

of many surprises. The University 

of Miami (Ohio) was unable to get 

out on the water due to two team 

members falling sick leaving the 

fleet with one fewer boat. The 

breeze was slightly down from 

Saturday with NE winds around 4 

knots. During the day the onshore 

breeze filled in, shifting the wind 

to the left and building it to 

around 12 knots for the last of 3 

races. After a general recall in 

race one, the race committee 

raised the “U” flag, requiring 

boats to be behind the line dur-

ing the last minute of the start-

ing sequence. Offenders were 

DSQ’d for that race. The  

University of Wisconsin held 

their lead throughout the day 

with Michigan State right on 

their heels. After 3 solid races, 

the race committee sent the 

fleet home for the day. The 

awards ceremony was held on 

the Club patio at 4:30, and, no 

protests having been filed, the 

tired crews headed back to 

school. 

(Continued on page 12) 
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The University of Wisconsin, sailing on the 

yacht Hot Sauce took the first-place prize 

with the low total of 20 points. In second 

place, at 22 points, was Michigan State 

onboard Erica. Third place, onboard the 

yacht Glider, with 44 points, was University 

of Michigan, which had won the 2016 and 

2017 regattas. 

For their support of the 2018 event, we 

would like to provide special thanks to the 

Chicago T-10 Fleet, Race Chairman Steve 

Karstrand, Race Vice-Chairman Nick 

Zomer, and PRO Joanne Guennewig, for all 

their time and support of this event! 

The 2018 participating T-10s were: MASH, 

Hot Sauce, Jing Bang, Erica, Terminal  

Velocity, Proving Run, Thunderbolt,  

Glider, Mutiny, Skidmarks, Retention, 

Cheap Thrill, Witchcraft, Tango, Temerity, 

Water Works, Rainbows End, KaMikaze, 

and Ratty. 

(Continued from page 11) 
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O n the shores of Lake Erie, Cleveland’s 

Fleet 19 just wrapped up another year of T-10 

sailing.  Fleet 19 is solid, maintaining a strong 

position as the largest and most active one-

design fleet in our area.   

Once again, Fleet 19 has several racing series 

that cumulate to an overall championship.  

There is a club Sunday series that is raced  

between Edgewater YC and Cleveland YC, 

and a Regatta Series that is raced between  

regattas at Cleveland YC, Edgewater YC,  

Forest City YC, Lakeside YC, and Mentor YC.  

We also have a Sunday Series, Regatta Series, 

Wednesday Evening Series, and a Distance 

Series.  There were 42 races scored in all se-

ries.   

This year the CYC Leukemia Cup raised a  

record $258,000, again led by the too-close-to-

home honored hero Molly Keen, with close and 

familiar ties to the T-10 family in Vermillion 

and all through the Great Lakes. 

So here is how it shakes out.  This year we  

celebrate PurSue returning as the Fleet 19 

Championship boat. 

Distance Series – 6 Races (high point sys-

tem) 

1. One Pass 

2. Instant Karma 

3. StarTen 

(Continued on page 14) 

Fleet 19 celebrates 40th Anniversary of the Tartan Ten at 

Cleveland Race Week. 

Celebrating 40 with Cake. 
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Wednesday Series – 9 Races, 6 

Scored 

1. PurSue (8) 

2. Coyote (12) 

3. Patrimpas (21) 

Sunday Series – 11 Races, 8 

Scored 

1. PurSue (15) 

2. StarTen (15) 

3. One Pass (26) 

Regatta Series – 16 Races, 11 

Scored 

1. PurSue (12) 

2. One Pass (19) 

3. StarTen (36) 

Overall (Sunday + Regatta) – 42 

Races, 10 Boats Eligible  

1. PurSue (27) 

2. One Pass (45) 

3. StarTen (51) 
 

(Continued from page 13) Extending the momentum with Youth Sailing after last year’ 

s collegiate regatta, the Foundry Sailing Center has two Tartan Ten 

boats in their fleet, and they fielded an entry in the final regatta of 

the season, the 216 Regatta.   Fleet 19 is proud to be part of youth 

sail racing. 

Looking forward to a 2019 season with lots of racing, and building 

on the youth program success. 

Fleet 19 Overall Champion team PurSue, with EYC Fleet  

Captain John Zeli.   
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By Les Nyland 

T he famous or infamous 

blender was acquired from a 

business client (long story)  

approximately in 1977. I joined 

the T-10 fleet in 1985 and  

introduced the blender to a T-10 

party during Cleveland Race 

Week 1986. 

The blender then went on road 

trips to various regattas and Bay 

Week. It’s popularity grew after 

each event. During one T-10 

Bay Week party, ice was  

needed, a LOT of ice. Helpers 

went to the local store getting 

20 bags each trip. The clerk 

asked, “Are you at that party?” 

We eventually cleaned out all 

the ice - go figure. There were 

easily 300 people at the party 

all claiming to be T-10 racers. 

Hmmm right! 

Approximately around 1995, I 

was asked by Cleveland Race 

Week officials to make 

“blenders” for One Design and 

Offshore race weekends. The 

rest is history. 

The current blender is second 

generation as the original was 

“put to rest” after a long and  

glorious life. 

Occasionally when blending, a 

wooden spoon has been used to 

stir the “brew”. Once-in-a-while 

the wooden spoon gets left in the 

blender, with the top on – then 

someone turned the blender on 

and vroom, vroom - no more 

spoon but instant “fiber”.  

Needless to say, no concoction 

was ever wasted and all was  

always consumed. 

The blender definitely has its 

own reputation.  A sailing friend 

was snow skiing at Holiday  

Valley and while riding the chair 

lift, a conversation started with 

the person sharing the chair. 

One thing lead to another and of 

course sailing came up.  Just as 

it typically goes… Where do 

you sail? …Cleveland area. Ever 

been to Put-n-Bay? Yes. Were 

you at THAT blender party? Of 

course – the answer is always 

YES!!!! 
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Michael Platzke, tten.com administrator 

T here is good chance that 

this isn’t news to you, but this 

spring we launched an updated 

version of the T-10 Class  

Association website, 

www.tten.com.  I’ll speak more 

on some of the new features, but 

most of the noticeable changes 

are about updating the look of 

the website to be more  

graphical, easier to navigate 

and more mobile friendly. 

The T-10 Class website was  

created in the spring of 1999, 

with a lot of the work done by 

Mike Puig.  It was the first  

presence for the class on the 

Internet and the basic  

information it contained didn’t 

differ a whole lot from what we 

offer today.  The main sections 

included information about the 

class, racing, and information 

about the T-10, the TenSpeed 

newsletter, discussion forums 

and classifieds. 

During the Winter of 2010, an 

updated version of the class 

website was launched with the 

help of Mike Puig and Ted  

Mahoney.  Ted was responsible 

for much of the content of the 

website while Mike Puig  

continued to manage the  

infrastructure of the site.  Besides 

a clean new look, the updated 

website changed out the 

‘plumbing’ of the website and  

increased the ease of manage-

ment.  The basic information  

wasn’t changed too much – just 

added a section on T-10 Info,  

Governance, Racing, Fleets, Info & 

Education, Members Area and 

Miscellaneous (which included 

Photos, Videos, Classified and 

Suppliers). 

This past winter, as additional 

people began to get involved with 

managing the website, some of 

the limitations of Version 2.0  

became apparent.  Much of the 

site was hand-written HTML 

code.  This allowed for a lot of 

flexibility, but required familiar-

ity with coding.  Over time, 

there was also a lot of clutter 

built up since 1999 and the site 

wasn’t particularly mobile 

friendly. 

Rather than trying to clean up 

the existing site, we started at 

the ground up using tools from 

Squarespace.  The goals for the 

(Continued on page 17) 

tten.com version 1.0 

http://www.tten.com
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or tablets.  The result - Version 3.0 

of the T-10 website that launched 

this past spring. 

Besides the updated look and  

improved mobile access, we made 

a few other changes to the website 

with the update.  The layout has 

been tweaked so that hopefully it’s 

easier to find what you need.  

Additionally, there is a renewed 

focus on getting updated class 

news on the site - available on both 

the main page and under the News 

Tab.  We also tried to make it  

easier to find both past editions 

and specific articles for the  

TenSpeed newsletter. 

One feature that did not make the 

transition to the new site was the 

forums.  The primary reason was 

that Squarespace doesn’t support 

forums.  Also, participation and 

posting to the forums had been 

significantly down over the past 

few years.  We do realize that 

the forums contain a wealth of 

information, so access to the  

forums on the old website (and 

in fact, access to the entire  

legacy website) is still available 

at  

legacy.tten.com. 

We hope that you find the new 

version of the class website 

easy to use, visually pleasing 

and chock-full of useful  

information.  Please don’t  

hesitate to reach out to me at  

michael.platzke@gmail.com 

with suggestions for improve-

ments. 

tten.com version 2.0 

tten.com version 3.0 

new site included 

easy updating, a 

more visually  

appealing  

website, mobile  

friendly and a few 

new features that 

weren’t in the 

previous sites.  

The mobile  

access is important because 

1/3rd of our users now access 

the site using mobile phones 

(Continued from page 16) 

https://www.tten.com/newsletters/
https://www.tten.com/article-index/
http://legacy.tten.com
mailto:michael.platzke@gmail.com
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T he year 2018 provided the 

sailors in the Chicago T-10 fleet 

plenty of opportunities for inter-

esting and challenging racing 

as well as fun social activities.  

The Chicago T-10 fleet contin-

ues to be the pre-eminent off-

shore fleet on Lake Michigan.  

We had over 25 boats taking 

part in races this year with close 

friendly competition up and 

down the leaderboard. 

It all started last winter with the 

always educational Saturday 

morning winter seminars at-

tended by around 60 sailors 

each week.  In January, Peter 

Nielson discussed the racing 

rules; February had Kristian 

Martincic educate us on rigging 

and in March, Matt Gallagher, 

Seth Morrell and Mark Croll 

talked about weather resources 

and tactics.   

Social activities continued in the 

spring with a crew meet and 

greet party, where the  

everyone received a bottle 

opener, light key chain fob.   

We got in seven strong days of 

buoy racing in the first three 

weeks of the season. On  

Memorial Day 

weekend the Corin-

thian Yacht Club 

sponsored the 

Spring opener, won 

by Erica and the 

Olympic Cup won 

by Amateur II on 

successive days.  

Columbia Yacht 

Club held the  

Colors regatta the 

next weekend with 

Water Works  

coming in first on a special  

shortened course. And at the 

NOOD regatta the next weekend, 

sponsored by the Chicago Yacht 

Club, Diamond Girl showed her 

domination.   

The Waukegan race the next 

weekend had great racing and 

also the introduction of the first 

annual T-10 Flip Cup 

tournament.  After a 

quick downhill run up 

the shore to Waukegan 

won by Amateur II, we 

convened at the harbor 

house porch for a  

spirited game of Flip 

Cup. The Sunday return 

race saw a unique weath-

er pattern with a strong 

westerly gradient that 

ended only a quarter mile off 

shore fighting a weak easterly 

sea breeze over the rest of the 

lake. Retention recognized the 

anomaly first, got into the  

westerly and took advantage for 

a bullet. 

(Continued on page 19) 

Erica swept the Boat of the Year honors, taking 

1st in the Buoy Series, the Port-to-Port Series 

and the Overall Series. 

A lot of sailing expertise - Seth Morrell,  

2018 BOY Champion Brian Kaczor and Chicago Fleet 

Captain Mark Kroll 
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Mother Nature treated us to 

spectacular weather on the 

Michigan City night race with a 

beautiful sunset and a nice con-

sistent southerly breeze.   

Congrats to the double handers 

on Meat for that win.  With the 

rest of the weekend off, we  

organized our second new  

social activity, a Play-Pen raft up 

party.  We learned quickly that 

anchored rafts require some 

attention to keep them from pin 

wheeling, but after a couple of 

false starts, Jing Bang, Cheap 

Thrill, Retention, Mutiny and Hot 

Sauce had a great party in the 

Play-Pen.  Luckily, we broke the 

raft just in time, as a small  

thunderhead blew through on 

our way home, which could 

have spelled disaster if still  

rafted up.  Next year our goal is 

a circle raft, with Jing Bang  

directing.   

The sudden change in weather 

at the Play-Pen was a harbinger 

of tough weather to come.   

Exhibit 1 was the Chicago-

Mackinac race.  At the start of 

the race, on Saturday, we saw 

25-30 knot winds right on the 

nose with 6-8 foot seas.  Not  

(Continued from page 18) only uncomfortable, but 

borderline unsafe.  Our 

hearts go out to former  

T-10 sailor and crewman 

on Imedi, Jon Santarelli, 

who was swept off the 

boat and drowned  

shortly after the start of 

the race. Hearty  

congratulations to all of 

the T-10 finishers,  

especially the  

determined souls on Cheap Thrill, 

who need to teach the rest of us 

how to literally, “sleep on the 

rail”.  

Difficult weather persisted the rest 

of the season, with a massive thun-

derstorm on the Chicago-St. Joe 

race, dominated by Erica, big 

wave 20 knot easterlies with 30 

degree wind shifts during the 

Sheldon Clark and more seeming-

ly random 30 degree wind shifts in 

the last RYF race.  To take the 

edge off the weather, the Bi-State 

and the Sheldon Clark also greet-

ed the sailors to that pleasant high 

pitched hum of the gas blenders 

and blender parties.   

Well-earned Overall Boat of the 

Year honors go to Erica.  They 

were very consistent in podium 

finishes at the start of the year, 

and dominating by the end of 

the year.  Erica won both legs of 

the Bi-State regatta along with 

many other regattas.  Even in 

the Verve Cup, with its U Flag 

starts, ultimately deservedly 

won by Convergence, Erica was 

winning the three day regatta up 

to the last race.  All Hail Erica!  

Retention, quickly becoming the 

annual Avis of the fleet, (we’re 

No. 2, but we try harder) was 

second overall, followed by 

Winnebago in third. 

For the Buoy Boat of the Year, 

the results were the same as the 

Overall series - Erica, Retention 

and Winnebago.  For the Port-to

-Port Boat of the Year it was  

Erica, Retention and Water 

Works. 

(Continued on page 20) 

The Chicago Fleet celebrated the T-10 40th 

anniversary with cake! 



Over 150 people packed the Chicago Yacht Club Belmont Station for the Chicago 

Fleet 2 Awards Banquet! 
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Third place in the Port-to-Port 

series was a close tussle be-

tween Amateur II and Water 

Works. It all came down to the 

last race, the St. Joe return 

where AII was leading  

throughout most of the race, fell 

into one of the many holes off 

the lakefront and was passed by 

WW just before the finish to 

take third overall by one point. 

Interestingly, AII would have 

still won, as they initially  

finished one place ahead of WW 

in the Mac race.  However, at 

the end of the race, the AII  

(Continued from page 19) engine wouldn’t start and WW 

graciously towed AII back into the 

harbor on the Island.   As per the 

Mac rules, if an engine doesn’t 

start at the end of the race, a time 

penalty is imposed, which 

dropped AII to a finish position 

below WW, and ultimately below 

WW in the BOY standings.  Hats 

off to the crew of Water Works 

and proof that good Karma does 

come back to you. 

Special congratulations to the 

crew of Mutiny who finished third 

in the NOOD winners BVI regatta 

in early November, waiting a year 

and a half for the BVI’s to be  

rebuilt after their overall Chicago 

NOOD regatta victory in 2017. 

And thanks to Liberty for com-

ing down from Waukegan,  

Diamond Girl traveling down 

from Racine and Independence 

coming all the way from Ohio to 

join us in the big regattas.   

Others are always welcome. 

The season closed out on  

December 7th with the Chicago 

Fleet 2 Awards Banquet at  

Chicago Yacht Club Belmont 

Station.  Over 150 people 

packed the joint to recognize 

our Boat of the Year winners, 

share stories about this year’s 

racing and prepare for 2019.   
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Mark Thornton, LakeErieWX.com 

I ntroduction 

Weather-savvy mariners know the best resource for monitoring the location, size, intensity, and move-

ment of thunderstorms is Doppler Weather Radar from the National Weather Service (NWS). In this arti-

cle, I’ll explain the basics of radar and introduce the most common types of imagery. 

The Network 

The NWS’s Doppler Weather Radar network is comprised of 159 ground-based stations (figure 1). These 

stations are strategically placed to protect major population centers and to cover for adjoining stations 

during an outage or when maintenance is required. There are many websites and smartphone/tablet 

applications that provide access to radar imagery. Since the NWS operates the only national network, 

regardless of how you obtain radar imagery, you are viewing NWS data. 

The Basics 

Strong thunderstorms may reach a height of 50,000 

feet. To assess their overall structure, the radar 

station employs several scanning strategies, 

called Volume Coverage Patterns (VCP), to collect 

data from the surface to the upper reaches of the 

atmosphere. The antennae makes an initial, or 

base, scan by making one complete revolution at 

an elevation of 0.5° above the Earth’s surface. 

When this base scan is complete, the antennae 

completes additional scans, repeatedly increasing 

the antennae’s elevation by about one degree until 

the highest elevation of the VCP is reached. The 

highest elevation scanned by NWS radar is 19.5°. 

The collection of individual scans within a VCP is 

known as a volume scan (figure 2). 

As the station’s antennae spins, it emits short 

bursts of energy pulses (at a wavelength of 10.7 cm) that travel radially (like spokes on a wheel) away 

from the station at nearly the speed of light (figure 2). If these pulses encounter a target, such as a 

Figure 1: The National Weather Service Doppler Weather Radar 

network.  
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these pulses encounter a target, 

such as a raindrop, hailstone, 

bird, insect, or other object, a 

portion of the energy is 

backscattered (reflected back) 

toward the station along the 

same radial travelled on the 

outbound journey (figure 3).  

(Continued from page 21) 

Although pulses are sent 

nearly 1,300 times a sec-

ond, the station spends 

the majority of the time listening 

and extracting data from 

backscattered energy pulses. 

A wealth of useful information is 

derived from the backscattered 

pulses, such as the target’s direc-

tion and distance from the station, 

its height above the ground, its 

shape, and other physical charac-

teristics. (Upgrades 

over the past few 

years have improved 

the system’s ability to 

discern between dust, 

insects, raindrops, 

etc.) While the wave-

length of the 

backscattered pulse 

doesn’t change as it 

travels through the 

atmosphere, its fre-

quency shifts based 

on its motion relative 

to the radar station. By 

detecting this change 

in frequency – the 

Doppler Shift — the station can 

determine if the object is mov-

ing toward or away from the sta-

tion, and the speed at which it is 

moving. 

Let’s take a look at the two most 

common types of radar  

imagery. 

Doppler Weather Radar Im-

agery – Reflectivity 

Reflectivity, measured in dBZ, is 

the amount of energy that is 

backscattered by targets and is 

related to the precipitation rate 

(how hard it’s raining) of the 

storm. Reflectivity imagery is 

used to assess the location, are-

al coverage, intensity, general 

motion, and evolution of weath-

er features such as discrete 

thunderstorms, thunderstorm 

clusters, squall lines, tornados, 

waterspouts, and hurricanes. 

Values of dBZ vary dramatically 

(Continued on page 23) 

Figure 2: NWS sample Volume Coverage Pattern 

(VCP). (Click image for a larger version.) 

Figure 3: Base reflectivity image from KBUF (Buffalo, New 

York) with range rings and radials.  
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based on the size, number, 

shape, and state (liquid or fro-

zen) of targets. Less than 20 dBZ 

indicates mist, dust, and other 

small particles. Extremely small 

particles, such as cloud drop-

lets, are too small to be detect-

ed, therefore clouds lacking 

raindrops or hail do not appear 

on NWS radar images. Reflec-

tivity values associated with 

rainfall range from 

20 dBZ to 50 dBZ, 

depending on the 

number and size of 

the raindrops. Hail 

is typically present 

when dBZ values 

are greater than 

50. 

Color schemes 

vary based on the 

provider of radar 

imagery, but high-

er dBZ values are 

typically repre-

sented with bright-

er colors (figure 4). 

On the sample re-

flectivity image 

(figure 5), light 

rainfall (< 30 dBZ) 

(Continued from page 22) is represented by 

shades of green. 

Shades of yellows 

and golds indcate 

areas of moderate 

rainfall (30 to 40 

dBZ). The most 

intense rainfall 

associated with 

the strongest thun-

derstorms appear 

as shades of or-

ange, red, and 

purple (dBZ > 40). 

The dark red are-

as southwest of 

station KMOB (in the center of the 

image) suggest the presence of 

hail. 

There are two versions of reflec-

tivity imagery – base and compo-

site. As mentioned above, to col-

lect data from a deep layer of the 

atmosphere, the station must con-

duct several scans by starting 

slightly above the surface and 

progressively increasing the an-

gle of the antenna. A base reflec-

tivity image displays only the data 

collected from the initial, or base, 

scan. As the name suggests, com-

posite reflectivity merges data 

from all elevations from a single 

volume scan into one image. Since 

more data (multiple layers) is in-

cluded in the image, composite 

reflectivity allows for a more 

complete analysis of a storm 

system’s strength, structure and 

transition over time. 

A comparison of the base 

(figure 6) and composite reflec-

tivity (figure 7) images from 

KLOT (Chicago) on June 21, 

2011 shows the dramatic differ-

ence between viewing only a 

fraction versus all the data col-

lected by the station during a 

specific set of scans. Most obvi-

ous is the overall size of the 

storm system is much larger on 

the composite image. In addi-

(Continued on page 24) 

Figure 4: dBZ scale.  

Figure 5: Base reflectivity radar image from Mobile, Alabama 

(KMOB) at 1950Z on April 25, 2015.  
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tion, the areas of the system cor-

responding to high values of 

dBZ cover a much larger area. 

Due to the height at which hail 

typically occurs, hail 

(associated with dBZ > 50) is 

more likely to appear on imag-

es of composite reflectivity. 

Doppler Weather Radar  

Imagery-Velocity 

Ever been in the path of an ap-

proaching thunderstorms and 

wondered how much time you 

had to prepare for their arrival? 

While a loop of reflectivity im-

ages is an effective method for 

determining the direction a 

(Continued from page 23) thunderstorm is moving, it doesn’t 

directly provide an estimate of the 

storm’s speed or the overall wind 

field. Velocity  

imagery easily provides this  

important information. Using the 

Doppler shift, velocity imagery 

displays the motion of targets, 

such as raindrops, associated with 

the thunderstorm. The movement 

of these targets can be used to  

infer the speed and direction 

thunderstorms are moving, as well 

as, the overall wind field relative 

to the station. 

The velocity scale is in knots 

(figure 8), with negative values 

representing wind blowing  

toward the station (inbound) and 

positive values showing wind 

blowing away from 

the station 

(outbound). Data is 

always displayed 

relative to the sta-

tion, therefore the 

first step in using 

velocity imagery is 

locating the station, 

which is typically 

labeled with a  

four-letter  

abbreviation. It is 

also 

helpful to visualize 

the station at the cen-

ter of a bicycle wheel 

with the spokes rep-

resenting the radials 

(figure 3). Radar 

pulses travel along 

the same radial on 

their outbound and 

return journey (figure 

3), therefore all mo-

tion shown on veloci-

ty imagery is ob-

served along the 

same radial. 

On June 11, 2017, the 

base reflectivity 

(figure 9) and base 

velocity image 

Figure 8: Doppler velocity scale.  

Figures 6 and 7: A comparison of the base (left) and composite reflectivity (right) images from station 

KLOT (Chicago, Illinois) on June 21, 2011. 
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(figure 10) show a pair of thun-

derstorm clusters near station 

KMQT (Marquette, Michigan). 

The green shading west of 

KMQT on the velocity image 

(figure 10) represents inbound 

velocity while the red shading 

to the east indicates outbound 

velocity. From this data, we can 

determine the overall wind field 

was westerly and that both clus-

ters were moving towards the 

east. 

While determining the overall 

wind field is useful, the true 

benefit of velocity imagery is 

the ability to monitor the speed 

and movement of thunder-

storms. By comparing the color 

(Continued from page 24) 
shading on the image to the veloc-

ity scale (located on the left side 

of the image), the thunderstorms 

west of KMQT were moving at 30 

to 40 knots (click here for the an-

notated velocity image). While the 

majority of the thunderstorm east 

of KMQT were moving at 40 to 50 

knots, several of the storms direct-

ly east of KMQT were mov-

ing much faster at 60 to 70 

knots (areas with fuscia 

shading). 

Downbursts 

Doppler velocity imagery 

can also be used to analyze 

the strength of downburst 

winds from a thunderstorm. 

On April 25, 2015 a cluster 

of thunderstorms roared 

across Mobile Bay, Ala-

bama during the annual 

Dauphin Island Race. A little af-

ter 3:00 pm, sailors on many of 

the 125 boats were struggling 

against hurricane-force winds 

and accompanying steep waves 

produced by the severe thun-

derstorms racing as they raced 

across the Bay. Eight boats sank 
(Continued on page 26) 

Figures 9 & 10: Base reflectivity (left) and base velocity (right) from station KMQT (Marquette, 

Michigan) on June 11, 2017.  

Figure 11: Base reflectivity (left) and base velocity (right) from KMOB (Mobile, Ala-

bama) on April 25, 2015. 

http://lakeeriewx.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/KMQT-BV-with-Radials-Annotated.png
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during the storm, forty people 

required rescue from the water, 

and tragically, six lives were 

lost. The 70 knot winds  

associated with the downbursts 

are clearly visible on the  

velocity image (figure 11) from 

station KMOB (Mobile, Ala-

bama). The station is located in 

the upper-left corner of each 

panel. 

A detailed analysis of the  

Dauphin Island Regatta storms, 

including a look at the dynamics 

of thunderstorm downbursts can 

be found here. 

A Few Caveats 

Velocity radar is a useful  

resource, but there are a few 

details that must be kept in 

mind. Due primarily to the  

curvature of the Earth, the  

altitude of a radar beam  

steadily increases as distance 

from the station increases (more 

on the behavior of radar beams 

in part 2). Due to this behavior, 

the radar beam may be  

sampling well above of the sur-

face and the wind speed shown 

on a velocity image may not 

represent the surface wind 

(Continued from page 25) speed. 

The velocity image from KMQT 

(figure 10) also contains purple 

shading (click here for annotated 

image). Purple shading indicates 

areas of range folding – a situation 

where the Doppler Shift can’t be 

accurately measured.  

Mark Thornton has sailed the Great 

Lakes for more than 25 years and 

currently owns Osprey, a C&C 35. 

His interest in weather forecasting 

grew from his experiences cruising 

and racing on the lakes. Mark is a 

2006 graduate of the Penn State 

University Certificate of Achieve-

ment in Weather Forecasting, a 

two-year program that develops 

skills in general, tropical, and  

severe weather forecasting.  

 

His company, LakeErieWX LLC, 

provides marine weather educa-

tion and forecasting resources to 

recreational boaters through 

seminars, articles, and marine 

weather dashboards. In addition, 

he has served as the race mete-

orologist for the Bell’s Beer 

Bayview Mackinac Race since 

2014 and is a Teaching Assistant 

in the Certificate of Achievement 

in Weather Forecasting Program 

at Penn State University.  

LakeErieWX will be offering  

multiple seminars at various 

Great Lakes cities this winter.  

More information is available 

HERE. 

 

http://www.lakeeriewx.com/CaseStudies/DauphinIslandRace/Introduction.html
http://lakeeriewx.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/KMQT-BV-with-Radials-Range-Folding.png
http://www.lakeeriewx.com/index.html
http://www.lakeeriewx.com/Seminars/Seminars.html
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2018 Bayview One Design 

 

2018 Chicago NOOD 



Team I-Ball—Cleveland Race Week 2018 
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2018 Cleveland Race Week 



event with on-site crane, trailer 

storage, great food and drinks, 

and great racing. Congratula-

tions and thank you to regatta 

hosts and winners Proper  

Villain. The only bid for the 2019 

NAC is Mentor Harbor Yacht 

club August 8 - 11; the conflict 

with Chicago's Verve Cup  

Regatta was discussed at the 

Summer Meeting.  

Class Website and Social Media 

Presence: At the Winter Meeting 

the Board reviewed a new Class 

website design created by Mike 

Platzke and unanimously  

approved it. Class promotion 

and social media was discussed 

and decided to be the  

responsibility of the Class Vice 

President.  

Brian Kennalley, Class Secretary 
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T he following is a summary of 

the 2018 Class Meetings:  

Lake Michigan: 2018 was the first 

season as Chicago Fleet Captain 

for Mark Croll of Retention. 

Mark's initiatives include main-

taining a crew contact database 

to better connect with the fleet's 

younger sailors. The Chicago 

fleet had high attendance at it's 

annual spring seminars, held in 

conjunction with Chicago Corin-

thian Yacht Club, and the semi-

nars were broadcast via Face-

book Live this year.  

Treasurer: Class financial state-

ments were reviewed at both 

Winter and Summer Meetings. 

Secretary: Good news for 2018: 

We have an increase in voting 

members to 69. We had 65  

voting members in 2017, down 8 

from 2016. In 2014 we had 99. In 

2013 we had 86. Recommended 

a possible way to maintain better 

communication with non-boat-

owners would be to encourage 

more crew to join the Class as 

Associate Members. Motion to 

make Associate Membership 

free passes unanimously. Please 

spread the word -- Associates 

spread the word -- Associates 

can join the Class for free! Call to 

enforce the Class membership 

requirement at regattas -- verifi-

cation can be done by boom 

sticker or by accessing the Class 

roster, which is available at 

tten.com.  

Measurer: Dyform standing rig-

ging rule was cleared for a Class 

vote at the Winter Meeting, and 

the Class voted to pass the pro-

posed rule in the spring.  

Discussion of proposed boom 

rule at Winter Meeting, however 

more information was needed so 

the vote could not take place at 

the same time as the Dyform 

standing rigging vote. The vote 

was held in June and the new rule 

passed. It was reported at the 

Summer Meeting, however, that 

new tariffs on aluminum have  

increased the reported expected 

cost. A possible change to the 

rules on sail material was tabled 

to gather more information about 

durability and cost from sail  

makers. Information is also being 

gathered about spreader length 

and angle for a potential future 

rule clarification.  

NAC: The 2018 NAC was a great 

http://tten.com/
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Beginning Cash Balance  $34,671.07 

   

Income $0.00  

   

Expenses   

  Chicago GLIOR $600.00  

  Website $155.88  

   

Total Expenses  ($755.88) 

   

Cash Balance as of Oct. 31, 2018  $33,915.19 

  Less Items not Paid Lake Erie  ($221.60) 

   

Balance  $33,693.59 
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Supporting Sailmakers 
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Supporting Suppliers 
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Supporting Suppliers 
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Supporting Suppliers 
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Class Officers 
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Pictures from around the lakes 

 


